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Which Abomination of Desolation? 
a content comparison table 

 
To which Abomination of Desolation is Jesus referring in the Olivet Prophecy? It is important to compare passages in Daniel, yet 

it is also important to let each context rule its own interpretation. Without such boundaries we will conflate (=fuse or composite) 

persons or events from separate contexts that are meant to remain distinct. Which ones relate and which do not? The local context of 

each passage is our guide. A plain reading of these shows that Jesus’ prophecy fits within the boundaries of Daniel 9. 

 

 
key text  imagery  time frame antagonist  sanctuary  commands  Messiah pronoun    antichrist  

 

 

8:14  ram, goat 2,300 days little horn - stopped understand (v17) no mention it (v10-12)    no mention 

  & little horn     - restored      ref: A. Epiphanes 

 
basic sequence:  ram > goat > big horn > 4 horns > little horn       (notice no prolonged gap within) 

 

 

 

9:27  none  70 Weeks murders of - stopped know, understand yes  he (v27)    no mention 

    or 490 yrs Messiah - destroyed (v22-23, 25)    ref: Messiah 

 
   basic sequence:  city rebuilt > Messiah’s covenant > Messiah cut off > city destroyed     (note: v26-27 describe the 70th week) 

 

 

 

11:31  root, branch  none given contemptible - defiled none given  no mention he, him    no mention 

yet, event  person  - stopped      ref: A. Epiphanes 

context is BC   - defended (v32) 

          
basic sequence:  3 Persian kings > 4th > mighty king > back-n-forth between north and south kings  

 
 
 
 

12:11  man in linen time, times, ½ not given - stopped shut, go  no mention he (v7, 9)    no mention 

    1290 days   - blessings (v4, 9, 13)    ref: ? 

    1335 days                            in 45 days 

 
basic sequence:  time of trouble > power of holy people shattered > offering stopped > relief 45 days after 3 ½ years 
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Which Abomination of Desolation? 
a fulfillment comparison table 

 
How these various mentions of the Abomination of Desolation are fulfilled seems to isolate Daniel 9 from the others (a possible 

exception being Daniel 12). Just because an expression is used across various passages in Scripture does not mean they all uniformly refer to 

the same period, same events and same persons. Again, we start with each local context, then we look at its timeline in history.  

 

 
key text  imagery  fulfilled  time frame fulfilled   antagonist  fulfilled        double fulfillment?*

  

 

8:14  ram, goat Media, Persia,  2,300 days 170-164BC  little horn A. Epiphanes       no mention in text

  & little horn & Greece 

     

 

 

9:27  none  specific promises 490 years city rebuilt  murders of  High Priests       no mention in text 

    realized in Christ   Christ’s death  Messiah & Romans 

         New Covenant 

AD70 destruction   

 

 

11:31  root, branch  series of rulers none given yet, sequence fits contemptible A. Epiphanes       no mention in text 

BC up to Herod   actual events BC person (v21-23) 

  

 

 
 

12:11  man in linen (messenger)  time, times, ½ not entirely clear;  no mention depends on          no mention in text 

1290 days     depends on your   your starting 

       1335 days     assumptions;     assumptions: 

         3 possibilities:    

         - restatement of Dan 11  > A. Epiphanes  

         - siege of AD66-70   > Jewish rebels  

         - referring to our future  > anti-Christian forces  

 

 

 
*note: Double Fulfillment does occur in Scripture, but only when there is explicit mention in context. In most cases Double Fulfillment is overused  
           in biblical interpretation and arbitrarily assigned. Without clear mention of DF in a text, interpretations with DF result in circular reasoning.          

 


